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Textile Association Meets
The American Association for Textile Technology will meet on Mar. 6 at 6:30 p.m. in
the Sirrine auditorium. There will be a
speaker at the meeting and field trips to the
Stone Mfg. Co. and Lyman Printing and
Finishing Co.
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Concert Series Brings Boston Pops To CU
Hits From Broadway
To Classics Presented

"Modernizing America" Theme
Presented By Wailes Group

Clemson University's Concert Series will present Arthur Fielder and the Boston Pops Tour Orchestra at 8 p.m. on Wednesday, March 10, in the
Field House.
The fourth concert in the the concert platform. He is
1964-1965 series will be free also known for his many refor Clemson students. Single cordings, which include "Hiadmission tickets are on sale Fi Fielder," "Classical Music
at the President's office at For People Who Hate Classi$2.50 each. Holders of the cal Music," and "Classical
Concert Series season tickets Juke Box."
will be admitted on those
Ozan Marsh will be the
featured pianist of the contickets.
The concert will feature cert. Marsh, a Californian, is
Fiedler and The Boston Pops Tour Orchestra will
selections ranging from the a distinguished and widely ac- Arthur
be presented in concert at the Clemson Field House
classics to selections from claimed pianist, and the New Wednesday, Mar. 10.
popular Broadway musicals York Herald Tribune has said
and will exemplify the astute that he has "few if any peers
program planning from which among our mature artists in
Arthur Fielder is known. The his field." He began studying
wide-ranging Boston Pops piano at age four and has
repertoire will demonstrate studied with Saver, Petri, and
the dynamic action and or- Casadesus. During his career
chestral control which have he has made 14 transcontiwon Fielder, who is in his nental tours and over 400 apClemson University YMCA the YMCA last fall and is a
34th season with the Boston pearances in recitals and with will elect officers on Sunday, member of his class council.
Pops, international fame on orchestras since 1958. Marsh Mar. 7 and Monday, Mar. 8.
Nominees for recording sechas recorded for RCA and The polls will be opened retary are Zach Suber, Pete
VLR Records.
from 5 to 8 p.m. Sunday and Newton, and Terry RichardThe first half of the pro- from 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. on son. Zach, a freshman from
gram will be devoted entire- Monday.
Whitmire who is majoring in
ly to the classics, beginning
The nominee for president" pre - medicine, is currently
with Slavonic Dance No. 7 by is Dan Truett, a junior from president of the freshman
Dvorak. Overture, "Roman Florence, who is majoring in council. Pete, from McColl, a
On March 15, Part I of a Carnival," a selection by Berjunior in agricultural educaRed Cross Water Safety In- lioz from the opera based on industrial management. Dan
tion, has served as a member
structors Course will begin at the life of the celebrated has been a member of the
of his class council and is a
junior
council
of
the
YMCA
the YMCA pool. The course goldsmith, Cellini, and Piano
and a member of the cabinet. member of the YMCA cabis open only to those who Concerto No. 1 in F-sharp
The nominees for vice-pres- inet. Terry served as presihave completed the Senior Minor by Rachmaninoff, feaident
are Woody Robinson dent of the sophomore counLife Saving course.
turing Ozan Marsh as soloist,
cil the first semester of this
Those who are interested will conclude the first portion and Jim Jensen. Woody,
year.
Majoring in economics,
whose
major
is
industrial
may leave their names at the of the program.
management, is a junior from he is a sophomore from
YMCA desk and/or report to
After an intermission the
the YMCA pool on March 15 Pops Orchestra will play the North. He is now serving as Barnwell.
The committee nominated
at 7 p.m. The only cost is the suite from the ballet, "Swan president of his class council
and is a member of the YMCA five men for membership on
purchase of a book.
Lake," by Tchaikovsky, and
Part I will be taught March "Clair de lune" by Debussy. cabinet. Jim, a junior in in- the YMCA advisory board.
15-18 and March 22-25. The Leaving the classics they dustrial management from They include Dr. Hugh H.
YMCA has had requests for will then present selections Alexandria, Va., headed the Macaulay, Dr. Robert H. Burcommittee which prepared ley, Rev. J. W. Arrington,
at least six lifeguards for the
the Homecoming display for Mr. Thomas D. Efland, and
(Continued
on
page
6)
summer of 1965.
Dr. Victor Hurst.
Dr. Macaulay, a graduate of
the University of Alabama,
received his Ph.D. in economics from Columbia University
and is now serving as Dean
of the Graduate School. Dr.
Burley, a graduate of South
Carolina Medical College, is
Company K, Seventh Reg- ment of Management, Indus- Pershing Rifles; Francis Lan- now serving as a local physiiment of the National Society trial Management Society, Al- ey Bell, Jr., a History major, cian.
Rev. Arrington, a graduate
of Scabbard and Blade, be- pha Phi Omega, and a staff captain on the drill field, and
gan its initiation activities on member of the S.A.M. News- a member of the Pre-Law of the Theological School at
the quadrangle for 15 new letter and Arnold Air Lines; Society, Hall Presidents Coun- the University of the South,
members drawn from both David Briggs Grubbs, Jr., cil, and the Counter Guerril- Sewanee, Tenn., is now servthe Air Force and Army Chemical Engineering, cap- las; Henry Douglas Robertson,
(Coniinued on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)
ROTC programs last Monday. tain on the drill field, and
The initiates were quite no- member of the Arnold Air
ticeable around the Clemson Society, the American Insticampus this week carrying tute of Chemical Engineers,
swords and wearing army and a staff member of Argreen fatigues with tin can nold Air Lines; and Michael
tops attached to their shoul- See Hammer, I.M. major, caders. In addition to this pub- det colonel, and member of
lic initiation, the new mem- the Arnold Air Society, SoSpradley, speaking about
Clemson's Young Republibers will be given a "night ciety for the Advancement of cans club elected their new the plans for this semester,
problem" that will involve Management, Married Stu- officers for the second semes- said, "Since there is the upbeing released in an "un- dents Association, a Defense ter on Feb. 19. Chosen as coming election in the Second
known" area around Clemson Attorney for the Student president was Chip Spradley, District, I feel that the Young
with an objective to reach. Government High Court, and the current vice president of Republicans have a lot of
The formal initiation will be a staff member of WSBF ra- the club. Other officers elect- work to be done during the
held Thursday, Mar. 11.
dio and Arnold Air Lines.
ed were vice president, Cur- rest of this year." Spradley's
President of Scabbard and
New members being ac- tis Clinkscales; recording sec- plans include a trip later in
Blade, John Newton, also in- cepted that are in the Army retary, Susan Jumper; corre- the year to Rock Hill for a
formed the TIGER that an ROTC program include: Lory sponding secretary, Wendell joint conference with the
associate membership had M. Johnson, Jr., a Forestry Shealy; and treasurer, Jack Young Republicans club of
been bestowed upon Dr. R. C. major and commander of the Evans.
Winthrop. When the senior
Edwards, President of ClemState Republicans hold their
son University.
convention in Columbia later
Scabbard and Blade is the
this month, Clemson's YR's
highest military fraternity in
plan to pass Watson stickers
the U. S., and its purpose is
and reports.
to promote interest in the
"I also feel there is a defmilitary and to promote a
inite
need for three standing
closer relationship between
committees within the club.
students and military departWith Albert Watson running
ments. Company K-7 is comfor the Congress in June,
posed of seniors who have
there is a definite need for
shown outstanding military
funds. Therefore we are goleadership and exemplary
ing to have a fund-raising
character. The present initicommittee. Other committees
ates are members of the class
to be formed are the memberof 1966, chosen to replace
ship and publicity commitseniors graduating in June,
tees."
thus maintaining a constant
The next meeting of the
enrollment.
YR's will be held on Mar. 9
New members being acceptin meeting room 1 at 7:30
ed that are in the Air Force
p.m. At the meeting, all the
ROTC program include: Donmembers and any other interald Lee Ellis, an I.M. major
ested persons will write letwho is a 2nd lieutenant in
ters to members of the state
the Pershing Rifles, a caplegislature concerning the
tain on the drill field, and
proposed absentee ballot for
business manager of The TISouth Carolina voters. All
GER; John Alexander Montwho are interested in receivgomery, a chemistry major,
ing Strom Thurmond's weekcaptain on the drill field, a
ly newsletter will be given an
member of the Arnold Air
opportunity to sign up for
Society, the American Chemthis free publication. Spradical Society, and the WSBF
ley urged anyone interested
radio staff; William Fritz
in the absentee ballot, ThurMays, an I.M. major, captain
Jim Griffen, Scabbard and Blade "Fish," is "christened"
mond's newsletter, or Repubon the drill field, and a memby two of his "whale" brothers, Roy Gooding and Gary
licanism should attend this
ber of the Arnold Air SocieFaulkenberry, in initiation on quad. (Photo by Fred
important meeting.
"ty, Society for the AdvanceRiewe)

YMCA Nominates Candidates
From Student Body And Town

T Offers Class
On Water Safety

Scabbard And Blade Begins Initation
Activities For Fifteen New Members

Young Republicans Choose
Second Semester Officers

By CHARLES HUMPHRIES
On Mar. 16, at 7:30 p.m., a
nine member task force led by
a U. S. Gold Medal winner
in the 1956 and 1960 Olympics will address the students
and faculty of Clemson. The

theme of this four-nation
group is "Modernizing America."
Traveling with Rusty
Wailes, the Gold Medal winner, and his wife are Charlotte Daneel, daughter of the

REGULATIONS STRENGTHENED

Senate Blasts Vandalism
Monday night the Student
Senate adopted a comprehensive bill which will bring together and strengthen regulations concerned with throwing harmful objects, damaging vending machines, misusing and littering the campus,
and destroying or stealing
personal and university property.
The bill, which was reported out of the Judiciary Committee, makes all of these
High Court offenses and
enumerates several specific
actions which will be violations of student regulations,
in addition to defining these
in general terms. Among
these specific violations are
the throwing of bottles and
clothes hangers.
The senate also passed a
bill providing that non-athletes not be allowed to wear
uniform parts belonging to
the Athletic Association and
that high school block letters
not be worn by students on
campus.
The Traffic and Grounds
Committee reported that campus policemen will give tickets to students driving cars
with loud mufflers and to
students driving motorcycles.
This committee also reported
that the physical plant will
soon place speed breakers in
the roads crossed frequently
by students going to class, and
that the University Traffic
and Grounds Committee is
now considering additional
parking facilities and restrictions on the registering of cars
by sophomores having less
than graduating GPR's. The
senate passed two resolutions
in this regard, one endorsing
the proposed location of new
parking facilities, the other
putting the senate on record
as opposing any additional restrictions whatever being
placed upon juniors and seniors with regard to automobiles.
Jimmy Bell, president of
the student body, reported
that student government will
sponsor a moral rearmament
convocation Mar. 16 led by an
Olympic Gold Medal winner.
The convocation, which includes several young speakers
and a folk singing group, is
regarded as the most successful nationwide collegiate tour
of the year.
A report was accepted from
the General Affairs Committee on the schedule of Graduation Day. It was reported
that the exercises should be
held at 5 p.m., considering
the heat of May and the possibility of rain in the early
afternoon against the advan-

Tues. Seniors Seek
Room Assignments
For Fall Semester
Rising seniors will begin
signing up rooms for the fall
semester of 1965 Mar. 9-12 in
the Dormitory Office.
Under the system instituted
for the first time this year
students will sign up their
rooms during alphabetically
appointed hours. Also this
year the $50 advance room
payment will be made at the
Dormitory Office; all checks
should be made out to "Clemson University" prior to appointed hours.
Students who have classes
at their scheduled appointment hour should report to
the Dormitory Office for assignment during their first
vacant hour following their
scheduled appointment.
Rising juniors will sign up
their rooms Mar. 14-16; rising
sophomores will register room
reservations Mar. 21-23.

tages to travelers afforded by
an earlier time of the day.
The report of the special
committee on the absentee
ballot was accepted, and the
committee was directed to
mail copies of the senate's
supporting resolution to various legislators and news media.
It was reported by the
president of the senate that
the university has ordered a
South Carolina flag to be
flown in front of Tillman
Hall, and that the proposal
for a reading period before
exams is being considered by
the admissions and scholarship committee of the Faculty
Senate.

all-time great internationaj
rugby football player George
Daneel; Emike Chiba, one of
the outstanding young women
of Japan whose grandfatheris a member of Parliament
and leading advisor to the
cabinet; and the three Colwell brothers, television and
recording stars from Hollywood, who have just returned
from a 174,000 mile tour
across 37 countries in six continents.
Impetus for the formation
and action of the task force
came from a series of addresses to universities across
this country made by British
author and playwright Peter
Howard, who is in charge of
the world program of Moral
Re-Armament. Speakiny at
Vanderbilt University, Mr.
Howard said: "We can no
longer live safe and free
when we allow prehistoric
emotions of hate, fear and
greed to divide us. We need
an explosion of the human
heart created by men and
women who realize that the
modernization of man is our
greatest task. The answer is

a revolution to upturn the
secularization of our times
and build sound family life,
teamwork in industry, and
unity in a nation committed
to unite all conflicting elements on earth. The world
need be neither red nor
wrecked. It can be rebuilt.
This rebirth of humanity is
the destiny of our age."
At the request of the U. S.
Olympic Committee, Rusty
Wailes wrote the statement
of aims and goals adopted by
the 1964 U. S. team. Because
of his training with Moral
Re-Armament he was asked
to give orientation to the entire team on how most effectively to represent America
while in Japan. The effect of
his work drew comment by
thc< Japanese press on the new
sense of purpose and discipline in the Americans.
Even the Russians remarked
on the difference in the American athletes since the 1960
Olympics. The Japanese Association was so impressed
with the results of Wailes'
work that they asked him to
(Continued on page 3)

The Colwells will be appearing with Rusty Wailes, Olympic gold-medal winner, in
"Modernizing America" in Tillman Hall on March 16.

PLAY DRAWS APPROVAL

'Hamlet' Plays To Capacity Crowd
By JUNE BLACKWELL
News Staff
Catholic University of
America's National Players, a
semi - professional company
from Washington, D. C, performed to a capacity-plus
crowd in the auditorium of
Tillman Hall last Thursday
night, Feb. 25.
Hamlet, Prince of Denmark,
often called the greatest of
the Shakesperean tragedies,
was presented on an Elizabethean type stage, with the
audience on three sides of the
actors, and with simple scenery. The original Shakesperean play would have lasted
almost six hours, but the
troupe had cut many long
speeches to make it a 2Vthour presentation.

was not the inability of the
"The National Players performed without the conven- Players.
"In our chapel some few
tional emphasis on Hamlet's
spectators can both see and
indecision," commented Dr.
hear; some can hear but not
A. H. Holt of the English desee; others can see but not
partment. "It was straightforhear very well. I belonged to
ward, well paced. Actually, the latter group at the Hamthere was more of a team ef- let performance," stated Prof.
fort than an outstanding Ham- C. H. Watson of the English
let. However, Hamlet was department, "but even so I
quite competent and intent. thought it a very good perHe didn't dominate the play formance. The Hamlet was
as some Hamlets do. Ophelia quite adequate, the Palonius
was especially good. She good, and the Ophelia better
seemed especially well receivthan just good."
ed with a spontaneous reacProf. Watson continued,
tion from the audience."
"Hamlet is such a complicatAccording to Dr. Holt, the ed play that few lovers of
hearing difficulties expressed Shakespeare ever get in the
by a number of students re- acting exactly what they
sulted from the poor acoustics have preconceived, but all in
of the auditorium; he said it all I liked the straightforward interpretation without
the Freudian overtones that
some recent companies have
given it. When finally we get
a new auditorium, I hope we
can dedicate it with a performance such as last week's
Hamlet."
The National Players, unhis library. The winner will
der
the direction of Rev. Gilbe determined, not on the size
of his library, but on the best bert V. Hartke, currently are
selection of books. The win- the oldest touring repertory
ner will also be eligible for company in the U. S., averthe Amy Loveman Contest, aging more than one Shakesponsored by Saturday Re- pearean production per seaview. The winner will be pre- son for the past 10 classical
sented his awards at the an- repertory seasons. Playing
nual Honors and Awards Day year of the semi-professional
company lasts from Septemceremony on May 5.
ber through May and covers
Dr. John W. Kenelly, chairman of the book committee, America and Canada, as well
said, "We have received a as going overseas for U. S.
servicemen in Korea, Japan,
good many entries already,
and the contest is off to a Italy, France, the Arctic Circle, and Germany.
good start."
The company has traveled
All students are eligible to
more than 160,000 miles in
enter, except last year's firstthe last ten years in the U.
prize winner. The judges will
S. alone. This includes major
decide the number of prizes
(Continued on page 6)
to be awarded.

Student With Good Private
Library Eligible For Prize
Deadline for the second
Annual Book Contest, sponsored by the Clemson chapter of the American Association of University Professors,
is Monday, Mar. 8.
All entrants are reminded
that their entry must be submitted on a postcard, stating
the number of books he owns
and their particular subject.
The entrant should also list
his resident address at Clemson, and he must certify that
the books which he enters in
the contest are his personal
property and constitute all or
part of his private book collection.
Each entrant will be contacted by a member of the
book committee to observe

What About Next Thursday?

Tiger

The
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Playboy Not Sold —Is Read
slick. Some "concerned citizens,"
found out what was going on and
requested newsstand managers to
refrain from corrupting the morals
of college men by selling that
"smutty" magazine, and the managers stopped selling Playboy.
This story may or may not be
true. But it is true that you can't
buy Playboy in Clemson — either
downtown or in the student canteen.
There are two ridiculous conditions which exist despite the nonsale of Playboy around the campus.
One is that, while Playboy is banished, no one seems the least bit
concerned that other pornographic
(if you consider Playboy pornographic) material, which lacks only
Playboy's somewhat intellectualized approach, is still sold. If you
don't believe it, you can take a
look at some of the shelves of confession magazines and "prurient
paperbacks."
The second ridiculous condition
is that Clemson students have developed in the last few years an
unnatural fascination about the
magazine. At Clemson, copies of
Playboy (gotten by subscription)
are read cover to cover by nearly
every male student on campus. In
fact, it would be safe to say that
Playboy gels far more attention by
Clemson students than by students
in places where Playboy is sold on
the newsstands among Life, Time,
and the Ladies Home Journal.
The point of this story is that
censorship in Clemson has actually
defeated its own purpose: it has
made Playboy more delicious by
turning it into a forbidden fruit, it
has left most of the low-brow pornographic (if you consider Playboy
pornographic) material on the
newsstands, and it has not caused
any noticeable improvement of student morals.
So there you have it—the story
of an attempt at banning what
some people thought obscene; of a
ban that really didn't do any good.
Somehow we think that, with
South Carolina standing in the
next-to-the-last position in the
country in practically everything
educational, the state legislature
could find something better to do
than worry over obscene literature.
So we commend you for your
action.
-The TIGER Editors

THE OPEN COLUMN

Information Center Proposed By Student
WishingTo Facilitate Sale Of Used Books
Students:
Because of disorganization, confusion, lack of time,
and many miles of walking,
how many of you have, in
past semesters, partially or
totally given up the idea of
buying or selling used
books? Your answers may
vary, but I'm sure you will
agree to that fact that if
there was an easier and
more organized way to buy
and sell these books, there
would be a great many more
transactions of this nature
than there have been in past
semesters.
I would like to propose
what I shall call a Central
Clearing House of Used
Books, an organization run
by students for the benefit
of students. It would be set
up in a manner similar to
the travel board outside the
bookstore, except students
would be present to operate it
at all times. It would work
under a file card system
arranged according to the
various departments, Chemical Engineering, English, etc.
For example, if a student"
wanted to sell a Math 106
book, he would enter the
book (title, edition, and author), his name, the price
of the book, and his room
number on a file card. This
card would be filed with
other cards pertaining to the
same book. A student wishing to buy a Math 106 book
would "simply have to check

the cards, find one with a
suitable price, and he would
know exactly who to contact. This would save students the trouble of canvassing all the bulletin boards
in the school and also prevent random searching
about the campus for need-,
ed books.
The student would not
only get the book he wanted
with a minimum of discomfort, but would also be reasonably sure of getting it
at an agreeable price. The
clearing house would make
no actual transactions, but
would merely be a distributor of information.
This is only a basic idea
of the system. I'm sure it
could be modified and improved to meet the demands
as they might arise. This
could be a good program if
the students would get behind it, and that is the exact
purpose of this article. I
would like to find out exactly how the student body
feels about the idea. Opinions could be expressed
through Letters to Tom, or,
more personally, by coming
by my room (A-927). More
than one person would be
required to run this enterprise adequately. Perhaps a
fraternity or a similar organization would take it as
a service project, thereby
assuring adequate personnel
and efficient service. As I
stated previously, it would

be run by students for students.
Thanks for reading this
and any opinions, pro or
con, that you would care to
make.
GEORGE DUCKER
Class of '66
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CURES FOR PAYNE

Care To Try Dr. Payne's Two-Day Compound?
Guaranteed Formula For A Clemson Weekend
By LARRY JOE PAYNE
TIGER Columnist
And weekends at Clemson don't have to be a
waste .... they can be
more fun than watching a
marble tournament over at
BJU on a Saturday night
during the Spring. . . Downtown the barbershop stays
open until 10 p.m. and if
you can get a date (most go
stag) watching haircuts can
be exciting . . . and occasionally a super-cool comes in
to get a haircut and you
can really soak up some
funs by w a t c h i ng him
cringe and turn white as
his hair is trimmed .000001
of an inch . . : and the climax comes when he goes
over to the glassed-in case
and slyly slips a tube of
guey-greasy hair oil in the
back pocket of his peggedlegged blue-jeans and tries
to keep the audience from
seeing it . . .
And on Sunday afternoons, you can go downtown and stand on the corner in front of Sloan's and
watch the cars go by . . .
and you might even want
to play your old lady in a
game of Cars, with him taking the Fords and you taking the Chevrolets . . . and
the one who gets the most
in an hour has to take a
shower when you get back
to the dorms . . . and standing room only is available in
front of Martin's for looking
at the local ads . . . and they
are always in black and
white . . . and you don't
stand there for over thirty
minutes or you will get a
yellow chalk mark on your
shoe . . .
And you can go to the
main Post Office and look
at wanted posters . . . and
did you see any picture of
your old high school friends
who went astray of the law
. . .' and I think that is a
good side profile that looks

a great deal like my English
prof . . . and you can go
around looking in the Post
Office boxes and marvel at
lots of cool people that got
some mail . . . and if you
really want to take a chance
at gambling, you can play
the stamp machines . . . and
it's fun to go and stand on
the corner across from Dan's
and watch the Greyhound
bus come in . . . and if you
are very aggressive you can
ask the bus driver to let you
step aboard and sit in the
driver's'seat for just a minute . . . and maybe toot the
horn once ....
And if you can go skippity-hop down to Judge Kellers and look, and look
around, and look ... and
you might even see a pair
of tenni-pumps in the window like those your Botany
prof wears . . . and then if
you want to play Freddie
Frat, you can find a place
that sells bass weejuns and
Gant shirts and you can
marvel and dream that you
were as cool as the flunkies
down at USC . . . and if
you still want to play the
role, you can go across the
street and look at the tires
and pick out the set that you
will get for your new '49
Hudson when you graduate
and become a successful
prof . . .
And it's still two hours
before Walt Disney comes
on . . . and you can go over
to Martin's and fight your
way over to the free penny
scales and weigh . . . and
maybe the food in the dining hall isn't so bad since
you have gained ten pounds
. . . and you would try to
squeeze your way over to
the magazine rack and look
at some hot rod or movie
magazines, but the last time
you got stomped on and got
your beatle's pin ripped off
. . . and your girlfriend
raised hell because you

promised to pin her during
Easter vacation . . . and you
slide on out the door and
cross the street to City Hall
and marvel at Deputy
Dawg's hot auto . . . and
he comes out and fires three
shots over your head when
you touch the long fishing
pole on the back . . .
And if it were Saturday
afternoon, you would go
back to your room and get
those soft drink bottles that
you can't sell to the canteen
and would take them down
to Winn-Dixie and get a
penny apiece for them . . .
and then you would have
enough money to get a draft
at the college inn . . . but
it "isn't Saturday . . . and
so you pick up your wounded old lady and cross the
street to Abbot's and press
your unshaven face to the
glass door and squint your
left eye so that you can see
in, and silently wish that
you had a bottle of Jade
East . . . and then, after you
scratch the glass all to hell
with your beard, you go
down to the dime store . . .
and if you only had $3.98
you'd come back tomorrow
and buy that new Beatle's
record album you see inside
. . . and then, if you only
had a record player to play
it on, you would be almost
as cool as the guy on the
other end of your hall . . .
and you would play it louder than he does . . .
And you stop President
Johnson and ask him what
time it is . . . and you walk
briskly up the street to
Dan's and go in and get a
seat on the front because
it's time for Walt Disney . . .
and it's better than looking
at ads in Martin's window
because Walt Disney is in
color . . .and you keep hoping that maybe some night
"Old" Walt will have Schulz
and Peanuts on the show . . .

Mark E. Bradley, Part Of Clemson Tradition, True Teacher
(From the Greenville News)
Mark Edward Bradley,
former professor and head of
the Department of English
at Clemson University, was
the kind of teacher seldom
equalled in his day "and
whose likes we shall not often see again.
His recent death at 86, after 15 years of retirement,
marked the end of still another Clemson "landmark"
career.
Both as a teacher, one who
knew, believed in and strictly taught the beauty of the
English language along with
its absolute technical correctness, and as a man, Professor Bradley left his mark
on the hearts as well as the
minds of his students, his
friends and even casual acquaintances.
It is not enough to say
that he was a man of artistic
bent and cultural attainments. It is recalled, too,
that he painted well enough
for his pictures to be worthy
of display and as an allied

Diminishing Clemson Gentlemen
Seems Remnant Of Past Creed
By FRANK PEARCE
Associate Editor

Friday, March 5, 1965

An open letter to Sen. Allen T.
Legare, Jr. of Charleston:
Dear Senator Legare:
We would like to commend you
on your courageous stand on the
anti-obscene literature bill which
passed the South Carolina Senate
on Feb. 23. By voting "no" on the
bill, when all the other senators
voted "yes," you put yourself in
that rare category of men who dare
to act as they believe.
According to newspaper reports,
the bill would make it a misdemeanor to show or distribute any
written material, drawing or photograph "which goes substantially
beyond customary limits of candor
. . . and which is utterly without
redeeming social importance." If
enforced, the bill would prohibit
the sale of any publication, statuery, oi» recording designed to stimulate "prurient" interests of the
buyer.
You said that uniform "enforcement of such a bill would be difficult. You implied that the sale of
pornography could be the effect,
rather than the cause, of an alleged breakdown of morals of teenagers, and you implied that other
legislators were simply trying to
"curry voter favor."
By these remarks you showed
you have an uncanny knowledge
of the futility of censorship.
Here at Clemson good intentions
in this area have led to a ridiculous situation which is now a standard joke for incoming freshmen—
Playboy is not sold anywhere
around Clemson.
Playboy, a magazine you may
be familiar with, is published each
month and each issue has a foldout picture of an unclad beauty
and another installment of the publisher's "philosophy."
Beside this, the magazine has
book reviews, movie reviews, fiction by some of the top writers of
today, sophisticated humor, interviews with figures of current fame
(in the past thesehaveincluded Albert Schweitzer, Jimmy Hoffa, the
Beatles, George Wallace, and Ayn
Rand), articles on cars, clothes,
etc. In short, it is a magazine that
one would expect college students
to be interested in.
Why isn't Playboy sold in Clemson? No one seems to know for
sure, but legend has it that several
years ago, local stores began selling Hugh Hefner's then-fledgling

AS YOU LIKE IT

hobby he produced some
beautifully delicate and realistic wood carvings.
It is not enough to say
that he taught a Sunday
School class for more than
a quarter of a century. He
made religion come to vivid
life with the beauty of the
Bible as well as its moral
values and he enriched his
Sabbath teachings with a
marvelous wealth of poetry,
especially that of his favorite, Browning.
Nor is it enough to say
that he was a respected,
even revered teacher of the
English language and its literature. He had extraordinary rapport with his students. The reason he was
one of those instrumental in
organizing the Tiger Brotherhood, writing its rituals,
was to help bridge the gap
that at times develops between students and faculty
in every college.
Professor Bradley was coauthor of a widely used
public speaking textbook,
but he was an exponent of

the era when a college or
university professor was distinguished mainly by what
he had done in the classroom, rather than reeling
that he had to "publish" regularly to gain recognition.
He was a man who could
work prodigiously for his
classes and loaf in utter relaxation on a fishing trip.
He could become burningly
wrathful over an injusticeto someone else and laugh

at his own absent-mindedness in locking his keys in
his car while he patiently
worked with a coathanger to
open it.
Teachers make a great
school and a great community. Professor Bradley was
among those who laid the
foundation for the Clemson
University that now is and
is to be.

Article Prompts Action
Mr. Bill Hamilton, Editor
The TIGER
Dear Mr. Hamilton:
In regard to an editorial
concerning the bill for absentee ballots for college students which appeared in the
February 12 issue of the
TIGER, the Student Senate
of Columbia College would
like to commend you.
As a result of this editorial we have sent a copy of
it to all colleges in South
Carolina urging the Student

Government Associations of
each to take action on this
matter. We have also written to Mr. Gressette stating
our desire that this bill be
carefully considered.
It is our hope that the actions of the students of
South Carolina will prompt
passage of this bill.
Sincerely,
Sandy Porter, President
Columbia College
Student Senate

The question has been raised as to what the
exact difference is between a Letter to Tom and
The Open Column. There is a very fine line,
perhaps, but this writer feels that some matters
might well merit more specific attention than
one letter, appearing with several others, might
receive in Tom's column. Last week's Open
Column was such a matter, yet was still written
in the form of a letter. This should not be the
normal form, as letters are usually reserved for
Tom. But we feel a letter was perhaps an appropriate form in this instance.
All letters to Tom or articles to the Open
Column should be signed. The Open Column was
signed "The Angry Coeds" last week, but the
identities of those coeds were made known to
the editor. Therefore, the letter was printed,
though not simply because the authors of the :
letter were known. A signature does not constitute publication in this newspaper. The letter ',
from the coeds received a reply this week in
the form of a letter simply signed "A Clemson
Student."
In his letter, this student branded the accusations of the coeds as "ridiculous, absurd, and
unreasonable," and stated that the girls' argument did not have any decent ground to stand
on in that it involved a personal romance 'a la on
the rocks' between one little girl and a hoodlum.
This student misread the letter from the coeds,
but it must be pointed out that just where the
incident took place (Dan's) was not made clear
and it might not Jiave been clear to some reader's
that the sirl involved was not dating Hoodlum.
Hodlum was a third party. The student replying
to the coeds' letter also felt that the girls were
using this incident to paste a black mark against
the student body as a whole. This was not the
case. The letter was directed primarily to Hoodlum, but it had a mesage in it to every man who
would sit idly by, as several did last Saturday
night, during an incident as this was and do nothing. Thus, the letter speaks very definitely to this
girl's date.
There are not a great many incidents as obvious as this particular one happened to be. Most
are not as easily isolated. But who can deny the
slurry comments made in the mess hall, in the
canteen, the post office, the loggia, between
classes, and even in the classroom, comments
made to a few persons but often loud enough
for the girl to hear? What about the raucous
jeers and slightly veiled obscenities that sometime
come from the dormitory windows? What about
the indiscreet profanity in general?
Once upon a time there was something known
as a Clemson Gentleman, but it appears he is
becoming part of an out-dated creed. He was
the fellow who believed in polite behavior and
conduct, the courtesy and respect due a lady,
even if the title was given her only by virture
of her sex. He believed in propriety, which is
not to say that he could not go out and raise
hell with the best of them. But he was aware
of himself, of his actions, and of the situation
in which he might find himself, and it was his
effort to act in a manner most becoming a man
who knew the meaning of integrity and dignity,
of the qualities inherent in a gentleman.
What is responsible for the diminishing Clemson Gentleman . . . modern equality of the sexes,
the frank atmosphere of a university, a token
resistence of social dogma, a carry-over of dormitory language? Let us hope, men, that our attitudes are not so easily formulated.
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Miss Tammy Montgomery

Talented Tammy Montgomery captures an enthusiastic
Midwinters audience. (Photo by B. H. Garni)

Intermission Inquisition

Sexy Vocalist
Teases Tigers
By BILL ANDERSON, III
TIGER Feature Writer
An alluring, seductive,
flirting female with the assistance of an enticing anatomy and incessant winks, captivated a vibrating Clemson
audience at the annual Midwinters dance.
Both professionally and personally known as Tammy
Montgomery, this wide-eyed,
sexy singer claims she will be
twenty years old by April 29.
A native of Philadelphia, Pa.,
and a sophomore pre-med
student ("I wanted to be a
Psychologist"), Tammy has
recently discontinued her education to perform with Jerry Butler. She has replaced
i the celebrated Betty Everret
in Butler's show.
Performing with Jerry Butler for slightly over two
months before coming to Tigertown, Miss Montgomery is
very much attached to her
new career. "Jerry Butler is
wonderful to work with. I
just love being here tonight.
Clemson's reaction is fabulous! One of the greatest."
When asked about her
opinion concerning inherited
music qualities in Negroes,
Tammy explained, "Originally
we all came from Africa, and
there has always been a beat
behind the Negro race. Basically all colored people have
a sense of rhythm."
Concerning
performances
and bookings in the South,
Miss Montgomery stated, "It
doesn't bother me a bit. They
love me anywhere. When we

were in Birmingham, Alabama, I had no trouble at
all. They served me just like
everyone else."
"Black Muslims? They're
absolutely nothing. I think
they are on the same level as
the Ku Klux Klan," says
Tammy.
Jerry Butler, well known
for such all time hits as
"Moon River," "For Your
Precious Love," and "I'm A
Telling You," hit his highest
peak in the music world singing rhythm and blues.
Butler, whom Miss Montgomery claims capable of
playing everything from
"Blues to Bach," believes
that work in the Southern
part of the U. S. is better.
"We'd much rather play on
tour, simply because of the
money aspect," says Butler.
Commenting on his success, Jerry explained, "My
hits have been scattered a
great deal. Basically success
is a combination of luck and
talent—luck before talent. I'm
always exposed to rhythm
and blues lovers, and my music is aimed at these people."
Pleased by Clemson's reaction, Butler said, "The crowd
is wonderful tonight. The
audience affects you all the
time. If it's a good audience,
it relaxes you much more,
and you don't keep saying to
yourself that you'll get 'em
on the next song.
The Apollo Theatre and
Fort Campbell will be the
next stops made by Jerry
Butler and his show.

LITTLE MAN ON.CAMPUS
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"Getting A Kissing Scene Down"
Presents Problem To Players
"There was the problem of
getting a kissing scene down
pat so that it would look natural. Both seemed willing,
but in the end it took a bull
whip to get them to do it."
That is the way Doug Fernandez, president of the
Clemson Players, describes
one of the problems of directing a play.
The Clemson Players were
organized at the first of last
semester, and presented their
first performance—a series of
three one-act plays — last
Nov. 12 and 13. At Christmas the players performed
for local needy children. Last
week Doug Fernandez discussed some of the tribulations—and rewards—involved
in putting on an amateur dramatic performance.
"Those of you who came
to the three one-act plays or
even saw the review in the
TIGER the following Friday
partook of only what happened up front and not behind,"
says Doug.
"It takes a great deal of
time and work to put on a
play," he continued, "and
then it takes even more work
when there are set, costume
and makeup changes. Sure,
one-acts are short but relatively so; for each one takes
a cast, a director, a set, lights,
and a stage."
At their first meeting last
semester, the Players decided to do three one-act plays.
Later, at a meeting of the directors, several plays were
selected: "The Lottery," by
Shirley Jackson, and adapted
by Brainerd Duffield; "The
Marriage Proposal," by Anton Tchekoff; and "The Impromptu," by Tad Mosel.
After casting was completed and rehearsals started, the
director of "The Lottery" reported that rehearsals had not
gone well and recommended
that we find another play.
They did.
Miss Marie Binsse, the
Players' advisor, Lloyd Hooper, Diana Grobholz, Tony
Scialdone, and Phil Mongeau
rewrote a short story for the
stage—"For Esme with Love
and Squalor." With Miss
Binsse directing, they went
into rehearsals with just two
weeks remaining before curtain time. The other plays,
"The Impromtu," with Tom
Wright, Nina Dulin, Mario Li-

zano, and Lois McAllister,
and "The Marriage Proposal,"
with Linda Fowler, Jerry Raz,
and Mike Crawford were now
only experiencing the minor
problems of mid-year tests
and dance weekends.
"We started out with no
money, and ended up with a
few of the Players chipping
in a little when necessary,"
Doug said. "Rick Hiles and
his crew borrowed chairs,
pitchers, boots, eyebrow pencils, cardboards, lipstick, ladders, hammers, nylons, doilies, bedspreads, and onward
to a thousand items to put on
our three limited-scale productions. Once this managerie of odds and ends was
collected, it had to be assembled."
Diane Jones and Garrie
Lineberger obtained the lipstick and eye pencil and handled the makeup jobs. Craig
Fallon and Tony Smith got
all the wire they could, and
sliced the lights together. Lymon Frost, Phil Henderson,
and Bill Kingsbury closed up
all the other loose ends except for handing out the programs. That job was taken
care of by Olis Brooks and
Jinx Williams. And what
about the plays and cast?
"All the time collectors had
been collecting and the assemblers assembling, the directors, of course, had been
directing and the actors practicing their 'rahly dahrlings'
and how to autograph the
programs," said Doug.
"There was a great deal

By CHARLES HILL
TIGER Feature Writer
First it was "Love, Italian
Style," and it made it pretty
good. Next came "Marriage,
Italian Style," and it seems
to be doing very well too.
But now, coming to town
this week, is "Love, The Italian Way." All I know about
this flick is that it's foreignmade, which seems to lend a
touch of the exotic. But
somehow it still seems to have
the smell of reel-in about it.
I mean', after the third time
around . . . Well, we can just
sit back, relax, and hope that
some trend-conscious producer will soon come out with
a documentary called, "Birth
Control, the Italian Method."
"Father Goose"
Still playing the name
game, Universal has come out
with a pretty good laugher
called "Father Goose." Playboy's hatchet man, back on it
this month, calls it "a wag's
tale of the South Pacific."
Actually, it's an amusing,
zesty film and a good evening's entertainment.
The main asset of this picture is its cast. Cary Grant,
Leslie Caron, and Trevor
Howard take the principle
roles. Also featured are seven
adorable little girls who almost Steal the show, and a
make-believe doll named
Gretchen (what else?).
No shades of "Charade"
here for Grant! Abandoning
his usual suave, distinguished, man-about-town role, he
is here cast as an unshaven,
unkempt, and anti - social
beachcomber. His confession
of how he became disenchanted by the shackles of civilization, forsook his history-professor career, turned his back
on society to the point of
completely ignoring World
War II, and became a bearded loafer should thrill the local Bohemians right down to
their sandal-shod toes. Grant
tackles the ^uncouth type
bravely, allows only a minimum of his patent-leather to
shine through, and carries off

the unfamiliar portrayal quite
well, although his romantic
image to the female social
security set is bound to suffer in the process.
By the way, the story of
the flick goes something like
this: Grant is conned into being a coast watcher on a Pacific isle when the Australians retreat. He wires back
the poop on enemy craft to
his commander, Trevor Howard, under the code name
Mother Goose (hence title),
and is rewarded for same
with a bottle of booze. Attempting a rendezvous with
a fellow spy, Goose Grant
happens upon Miss Caron and
the seven girls, teacher and
student refugees from a
bombed-out island school.
All return safely to Grant's
hide-out shack, of which reforming teacher and pupils
dispossess the disgruntled
tenant. It's the old story of
first they hate each other, now.
they love each other all over
again for Grant and Caron,'
with the war a gay game in,
the background occasionally
brought out to create a crisis.
Take your pencil and notebook to this one, troops. During the now-they-hate-eachother phase, it's got some of
the best boy-cuts-girl-cutsboy lines in it I've heard lately. Try them on your date
sometime. Other good lines
abound too. Example: Forced to abandon Scotch for coconut milk, Grant tastes it,
ughs, and says: "Delicious.
Young coconuts must love it."
Well, it's funny when he says
it anyway.
Some critics have been
down on this movie on the
grounds that it doesn't deliver
the entertainment potential it
promises; that the talents of
Grant, Caron, and Howard
are wasted. The pros also
complain that the stars aren't
given enough material to
work with; the script is just
too deficient for their talent.
Humbug! It's still an enjoyable film. Grant's great talent
and ability carry the show
through any weak spots. As

of hair pulling and weight
lost by the members with all
the problems that arose," he
continued, "not only with sets
and props but with everything. Now all actors should
have long hair, and when
they were reminded of the
fact, it gave them a good excuse to go out and get flat
tops.
"Then there was the little
green box incident. The line
in the play mentioned a little brown package so what
was seen was a little green
box."
There was a problem with
an arm chair too. The director wanted one of the actors
to sit on the arm and not in
the chair. The arm was just
about to break and caused
some unrest during dress rehearsals. Also there were
such problems as teaching
someone how to drink tea
when there was no tea in
the cup.
Doug described opening
night. "Up to that point there
had been nothing but chaos.
Yet, came the night of the
first performance, and something mystical and wonderful
happened. Everything that
had ever been hoped for just
happened. The audience responded and the plays were
on. Now it was time for the
cast party and the Oscars to
be awarded to the best and
worst in each category. There
was music and laughter and
praises for all. But it didn't
last long for there was another play to be done."

Before going on to do the Marriage Proposal, Jerry Rax
(left) appears to be the only one that's happy about getting Linda Fowler (center) for a bride. Mike Crawford
(right) looks on.

through any weak spots. As
for Miss Caron, says Playboy,
"Her charm is somewhat Leslie than it used to be."
"The Rounders"
Third film on tap for the
week is "The Rounders,"
classed as an adult western
horse story. Stars are Glenn
Ford, Henry Fonda, Sue Ann
Langdon, Hope Holiday, and
Chill Wills. It's a modern day
western in wide screen and
color featuring natural performances by Ford and Fonda
as the two "rounders."
In case you're wondering
how the "adult" got thrown
into the description of an ordinary horse-laugh story, it's
like this: the bronc-busting is
spiced by the addition of a
long sequence of ribald comedy when Ford and Fonda go
for a swim with two rescued
strip-tease girls. The girls'
poolside attire consists of two
pairs of high-heel shoes.
Thus, "adults only," which
means you thirteen-year-olds
will have to pay a few extra
coins to get in.

Wailes Group Here

Jerry Rax (left) shows he's just as scared about listening to Mike Crawford (right)
tell about hunting as he is in the kissing scene.

Military Frat Welcomes Cadets
By JOHN NEWTON
And LARRY SMITH
As the time for the Military Ball, Apr. 2, approaches,
the students of Clemson will
hear the name of Scabbard
and Blade mentioned in conjunction with all the events
of that evening. What and
who make up this military
honor society?
The national society of
Scabbard and Blade was
founded at the University of
Wisconsin in the school year
of 1904-05 by five senior cadet officers who felt there
was a need for a military society to develop and foster
the ideals and practice of military education in the United
States. From the University
of Wisconsin the society has
grown until today there are
chapters at 179 colleges and
universities with a total membership of over one hundred
thousand.
Scabbard and Blade represents the highest national
military honor fraternity for
ROTC cadets in the country
and is the only national organization which is composed of senior cadet officers
representing the Army, Air
Force, and the Navy. With
two exceptions, the Society
has been continuous since its
founding. During both world
wars the group was inactive,
as practically no military instruction existed and the juniors and seniors were in the
military service.
The
Society's unofficial
motto of being an officer and
a gentleman—"an officer only
at times, perhaps, but always
a gentleman"—generally represents the criteria for membership. These qualifications
for membership are not based on scholarship alone, but
on leadership, patriotism, efficiency,
loyalty,
courage,
good-fellowship, and honor
which cannot be expressed by
a decimal point. Realizing
these basic qualities, it is
then the responsibility of the
individual companies to select their members, subject
only to their local regulations
and restrictions. Merit is the
sole basis for membership in
Scabbard and Blade.
The national Society is organized like an Army division with the various chapters being designated "companies" organized into regiments in the order of their
establishment. Each of the

completed regiments consists
of twelve companies. Finally,
the Society or division is
commanded by the national
commander with the assistance of a deputy commander
and an executive officer. The
supreme authority of the
Scabbard and Blade rests in
a biennial convention attended by representatives of all
companies.
Company K, 7th Regiment
of Clemson University had its
beginning in 1933 when the
Sabre Club of Clemson was
accepted for membership in
the national Scabbard &
Blade. From the eighteen
original members, K-7 has
expanded with the growth of
Clemson and has kept its goal
— to encourage and foster
essential qualities of good
and efficient officers.
Since Scabard and Blade is
a national honorary military
fraternity, one of its main
functions is to recognize the
outstanding ROTC cadets, regardless of their branch of
the service. Naturally, K-7
prides itself in being composed of the top military students from the Army and Air
Force, and its members are
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active in athletics, student
government, and both academic and social organizations.
Company K-7 now possesses
a uniform that unites the Army
and Air Force into a single
organization. The new uniform, worn only by senior
members of the Scabbard
and Blade, is a replica of the
old Clemson cadet officers
uniforms. It will be worn on
special occasions whenever
officers are needed to represent the University. It is the
hope of Company K-7 that
the uniform will become a
vital reminder that the traditions established at Clemson
still prevail, even though the
Cadet Corps has faded away.
The twenty-one seniors in
K-7 this year are endeavoring to follow the principles of
the organization by being active in their military department at Clemson. Whether it
is the night tactical problem,
conducted each semester for
the pledges, or sponsoring the
Military Ball and Banquet
(details later this month), the
Scabbard and Blades' purpose is to serve the University and the military establishment.

WSBF

88.1 FM

PROGRAM NOTES
Sunday, March 7
3-5 PM-"CONCERT IN HIGH FIDELITY"
Bach: Tocatta and Fugue in D Minor
Beethoven: Symphony No. 3 (Eroica)
Rachmaninoff: Isle of the Dead
Strauss: Burleske
7-8 PM-"Sounds of the Twentieth Century"
David Merrick's "Take Me Along"
starring Jackie Gleason, Walter Pidgeon, and Eileen Herlie.
Every Monday Through Friday at 4:55 PM
"Campus Report"—A complete summary of
news from the Clemson campus.
Basketball
WSBF will broadcast all ACC tournament
games in which Clemson plays. Also, at 7:45
PM Saturday, March 6, WSBF will broadcast
the ACC conference championship game.

(Continued from page 1)
give two million Japanese
youth the same training that
was given to the American
athletes.
Wailes and those with him
believe that young Americans
can meet the challenge of the
century — to create a new
type of human society built
by a new type of man, and
demonstrate to millions of
young Chinese and Russians
a new way to go. Such Americans will .answer for Asia,
Africa and Latin America the
question
as-yet-unanswered
of where America wants to
lead the world.
The Colwells, a folk singing group from Hollywood,
Cal., will be appearing as a
part of the program. The television and recording stars
are back in the United States
after a 174,000 mile tour
which took them to 37 countries on six continents.
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Old Stone Church Cemetery Holds
l*fft«
Distinguished Dead" Of Our State
By ANN WATSON
TIGER Feature Writer
Famous men are never
completely lost to the generations which follow them.
Their names, works, and
tombstones—remain behind.
Many graveyards contain this
last mentioned reminder of
our nation's illustre. The Old
Stone Church Cemetery, now
found on U. S. Highway 76
between Clemson and Pendleton, serves to constantly remind us here of many of
South Carolina's "distinguished dead."
This church was organized
as far back as 1785, thus becoming one of northwestern
S. C.'s oldest Presbyterian
Church bodies. At the time,
this section of S. C. was a
savage but beautiful wilderness. Many of its first settlers
were rugged Scotch-Irish pioneers, who came over the
mountains from Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, and
North Carolina. Their first
thought after settling into
their new homes was to come
together for public worship
and then to establish a church
building; after this, to build
a school, for, "with them
religion and learning must go
hand in hand."
Soon a log church about a
mile from the present stone
building was erected. This
church was called Hopewell
on Keowee in honor of the
home of one of the church
founders, General Andrew
Pickens.
On October 13, 1789, the
members appealed to the S.C.
Presbytery to be taken under
its care. As a result, in 1790,
a Rev. John Simpson of New
Jersey was sent to preach at
the log church one Sunday a
month.
A tablet, though now overgrown with brambles, marks
the spot on which this first
church stood.
Some of the coonskinnedcapped early members were
soldiers under Gen. Pickens
in the battles of Ninety-Six,
King's Mountain, Cowpens,
and Eutaw Springs.

Affection War
On CSU Campus

ACP) — The great issues •
of education having been
solved, Colorado State Unision, Andrew F. Lewis and
versity
has turned its "lovBy 1797, the congregation . "Messenger." The Miller sons, John Maxwell, as well as of
ing" attention to a problem
;
had grown so large that a John and Crosby, were also a small child, Osenappa
dead to the heart of the CSU
i more commodious church ' faithful members of the Old Reese, who was named after
student;
Public Display of
| was needed. In that year the . Stone Church congregation. an Indian chief who had been
Affection.
foundation of the present Descendants of this family kind to the settlers of the
Says the Collegian:
< stone church was laid on 16.94 have produced many honora- area.
Like
beer, the problem of
'■ acres of donated land. The ble men, including two forHere too, are buried two
affection seems widespread
church was completed five eign missionaries, one home victims of the Code Duello.
and educators at this univeryears later in 1802, and, for missionary, and two physi- First is Sidney Reese, the son
sity
have long tried to stamp
over a century and a half, has : cians.
of the before mentioned
it out — or at least to re- '
stood as a monument to the
Many soldiers of the Rev- church pastor, Rev. Thomas
move it from sight so that it
workmanship of John Rusk, I olutionary War also lie buried Reese. Sidney, also a Princecould be ignored.
who was the father of the in this cemetery. Gen. An- ton graduate like his father,
Recently the PDA reared its
late U. S. Senator Rusk of drew Pickens, who was to the lies in an unmarked grave.
ugly head again, this time
Texas.
i Up Country what Marion and Said to have been very
threatening to become more
Built by public subscrip- I Sumter were to the Low "handsome and unusually
"subjective" so that head resition, the church building was i Country, is one. On his tomb- brilliant," he quarreled with
dents may determine of their
financed mainly by contribu- stone are the words: "A a man named Michie over
own violition whether or not
tions from Gen. Pickens, Gen. ; Christian, a patriot, and a some trivial affair, and bea couple is displaying affect
Anderson, George Reese, Wil- soldier, his actions and char- cause he was unable to recontion publicly (inside the walls
liam Steele, and Earle. Un- • acter are incorporated in the cile himself with this man,
of the CSU dormitory)fortunately, the walnut seats history of his country." Many was killed in the resulting
Sharpshooters of the Clemson University Rifle Team line their sights for victory a*
Although this would seem
and pulpit which were con- j of the Pickens family rest duel.
ihe ACC championship approaches. (Photo by Levine)
a very healthy step towardstributed indi'vidually by Gen. ; near him.
(Continued on page 6)
destroying that evil of our
The remains of George
Pickens were destroyed by a
time—affection—I doubt that
Reese, a lieutenant in Linforest fire years ago.
it will be the death blow.
The cemetery adjoining the coln's Brigade, and of Joseph
Students are still a spirited
church, enclosed by a granite ' Whitner are found in this
lot and will probably conwall, was first used in 1796. cemetery. Whitner, a Gertinue to devise ways of being ■
It was then that the pastor ; man, joined Marion's troops
affectionate in dark corners,
team,
but
the
remaining
posiJ.
DAVID
SCOTT
and
University
contest,
plan
social
fewer
matches
than
previous
of the church, Rev. Thomas ! when 18, but was detailed to
tions are filled by promising events, and raise money for years, but still maintaining in telephone^ booths, exchangAMOS W. WELSH
Reese, a distinguished schol- I upper S. C. later. A ccmpaLost among the stacks in freshman which Clemson has their activities by operating a good record with 10 wins ing glances across the room,
ar and patriot, died. Rev. I triot has said of him that as
always been noted.
a ticket booth at home foot- and 2 losses during the reg- or even going out on the front
Reese, the first South Caro- | a commander, "He never sent dusty files of Clemson's past
steps.
The
Rifle
Team
season
is
is
the
record
of
the
beginning
ball games.
ular season. At the end of
| linian to receive a degree ■ his men into battle, but alIt has never been really
of a small organization known the longest of any sport on
from Princeton, had been in- ways led them."
For the past few years the the conference season, Clem- outlined what it is that the
campus.
The
first
match
is
as
the
Clemson
Rifle
Team.
'
■
Of the War of 1812, Col.
stalled at the Old Stone
Rifle Team has maintained a son held second place in the i university has against affecChurch in 1792, and, it is said Andrew Pickens, son of Gen. j In those early years of the : usually held within a month very impressive record. The Atlantic Coast Conference tion (and affection can mean
that he died so shortly there- , Pickens and governor of the team, equipment was crude, of registration for the fall se- number of teams defeated and second place in*the State anything from trimming your
after because of "his arduous state, 1816-1818, is buried competition was scarce, and mester and the season does and the conference titles won Conerence. The team also took 1 boyfriend's hair to putting
the team's records during not end until the conference
pursuit of studies." In pass- here.
in the last four years reflect the Western Carolina ConferSixty men who fought in the years have been forgotten. ' matches, these are held in the effort the team has put ence Championship for the jyour arm around your girl,
ing through the iron gates
even though you have mainSince the Rifle Team is con- March or the early part of
leading into the cemetery, his the Indian Creek War, 1815forth. During the regular sea- second consecutive year.
tained the wholesome requir16, also rest within the gran- sidered a student activity by i April.
is the first grave we pass.
This season, the Rifle Team ed six inch separation be-^
Members of the team prac- son of 1961-62, the team
John Miller, the donor of ite walls. The United Daugh- the administration, it receives
had 31 wins to only 6 defeats. has traveled a totaled of 4,- ;tween your bodies). One can
tice
constantly
throughout
the
little
aid
from
the
Athletic
the land for the church, and ters of the Confederacy have
580 miles through five states only assume that affection is
many of his descendants lie erected a memorial of native Association in comparison to ■ season, spending as many They finished the season by
and has compiled an impres- regarded as somehow evil,
hours
as
possible
in
the
aftertaking
the
Atlantic
Coast
the
other
sports
on
campus.
rock
in
the
honor
of
these
buried in the east corner of
sive
record of 27 wins and 2 i the moral consequences of
noons
at
the
range
plus
the
Conference
Championship
and
In
spite
of
this
fact
the
team
the graveyard. Miller was the '■ men who followed Lee and
has in recent years become I required evening practice of second place in the State Con- losses. The conference ; which will be greatly multi■ publisher of the well-known Jackson.
matches will begin with the plied while practiced in pub"Junius Letters," and, though
We are reminded of World well-known and even feared two hours held three to four ference.
Western Carolina Conference" lic. (Health menace, maybe?)
nights
a
week.
along
the
Atlantic
Coast
' he well knew the author of War victims, such as John
In the 1962-63 season, the on Feb. 26, at Wofford ColEach fall the Rifle Range, - Although the Firing Tigers,
these famous letters, he nev- ' Millege Gordon, to whom a
Tigers compiled 18 wins and lege.
as
fhey
are
sometimes
callwhich
is
located
in
the
baseer divulged the secret. First '. beautiful granite monument
1 loss. In the conference
This year has also been a ritory, the coaches have exsettling in Charleston, Miller has been erected, as we stroll ment of Sixth Dorm, is open- ed, participate in varsity com- matches they placed third in
was the publisher of the "S.C. by the tombstones in the Old ed to the student body for ! petition, such as the Atlantic the ACC, but defeated their year of firsts for Clemson. pressed the desire to expand
Gazette and Advertiser" which Stone Church Cemetery. Gor- try-outs for the team. Of the ! Coast Conference, most of arch rival The Citadel, or the During the fall tryouts ap- and, challenge such schools as
he sold and moved to Pendle- ' don served along the Mexican 100 to 150 students who usual- their competition is classified State Championship. The proximately 50 girls were reg- the service academies, which
i ton where he began to pub- ! border and "made the su- ly register for the try-outs, i as ROTC. For this reason the team also took first place in istered and receiving coaching always have excellent teams.
lish the "Pendleton Weekly preme sacrifice in Argonne, second semester usually finds coaches, the team advisor, the Western Carolina Con- in the sport of riflery. This It is also hoped that the Naabout 10 remaining and prac- i and a large part of the team's
was followed by another first tional Championship Match
Messenger" with Gen. Na- France."
ference.
when Clemson accepted a girl might be added to the schedthaniel Green's old printing
The graveyard even holds ticing. The experienced team finances are furnished by the
'. press. This "Messenger" is ' the remains of two signers members who return each Military Science Department.
During the 1962-63 season as a regular member of the ule.
In order for team members the Rifle Team also accepted varsity rifle team and perOn March 6th, the team
the forerunner of our present of the Ordinance of Seces- year form the nucleus of the
to participate as a group in an invitation to the Mardi mitted her to fire in a match goes after the A.C.C. Trophy
campus activities, they have G r a s National Invitational with East Tennessee State and championship. With a
good record backing them up,
formed the Clemson Rifle Rifle Match in New Orleans. College.
Club. As a club the team
they have a fine chance to
The season of 1963-64 found
Since Clemson has enjoyed bring home a victory for
members sponsor a representative in the Miss Clemson the Tigers participating in such success in its home ter- Clemson.

Sharpshooters Sight For Victory

"After we finish this set...
let's head

"Who's the guy who

for'Charlie's'...
Don't call a cab.
I want to show
you my

good people. Clued me
in on all the jazz that

new wheelsa new Dodge Coronet.'

comes standard on
a Coronet 500."

keeps waving?
My Dodge salesman...

"Like bucket seats, full
carpeting, padded
dash, console, spinners,

Here's what me new 2-year
Army ROTC program meaos to you

"Black

backup lights and a

is the color
of my

wild V8 for kicks...

true love's

oops, there's my cue..."

Coronet..."

A new Reserve Officer Training Corps program permits selected
college sophomores to be commissioned as Army Second Lieutenants in two years. You can do this by:
1. Completing a special 6-week summer camp between your sophomore and junior years.
2. Completing the 2-year Advanced Course at any school offering
the ROTC program.

What are the benefits of Army ROTC training?
•

Management training for success in civilian or military life.

•

S40 per month pay while attending the Advanced Course, plus
uniforms; pay and paid travel for summer camps.

•

Eligibility for free flight instruction at selected schools leading to a private pilot's license.

•

A commission as an Army officer, with all of its accompanying
benefits, including higher income, greater opportunity for advancement and officer status.

•

The personal satisfaction that comes from knowing you're
trained to assume leadership responsibilities.

These benefits will put you a step ahead of other college graduates
and will pay off for the rest of your life. You owe it to yourself to
investigate these new opportunities.
For complete information, see the Professor of Military Science at your
school, or send the coupon below.

U.S. ARMY ROTC
Post Office Box 1040 Westbury, New York 11591
Gentlemen: Please send me information on the 2-ye3r Army
ROTC program. I understand that there is no obligation.

Coronet makes your kind of music, and the price won't leave you flat.
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ACC Crown Af Stake

Second Round Begins;
A Sellout Crowd Forecast

By ERNIE STALLWORTH
TIGER Sports Writer

Today is the semi-final round of the Atlantic §
Coast Conference tournament. Four teams have §§
already been eliminated in this cutthroat war ||
that is called a tournament. After Saturday |
night there will be a new champion. Before |
then, however, past records will be discarded as ||
four teams scramble for the title. All that has §§
gone before is nought, and the team that is the |§
hottest comes home with the crown.
Often in a tournament of this nature the best ;|
team does not emerge as the winner. All that •
is required is that one team play good ball for
three games in a row. The question naturally
follows, why does the ACC have a tournament? :•.
The reason is simply money. The conference §
coffers are filled by this three-day madness in .'
Raleigh. Is this bad? Why shouldn't the conference be allowed to make money? There is |
no argument that it takes money to run a con- I
ference—the method to get such is, however, a
matter for disagreement.
It is obvious to this writer that the confer- I
ence champion (Duke) is best qualified to represent the ACC in the NCAA playoffs. Don t
misunderstand me. There is no lost love be
tween this writer and Duke, and here I am not I
trying to make a case for the Blue Devils to be I
declared the ACC representative.
The principle of a tournament is under dis- §
cussion and not the merits of the particular team 1
that won the regular season championship this |
year, or any other year for that matter. Why §
should a team that has proven that it is the best 1
in the conference be required to prove the same |
thing all over again, sometimes without success?
From the viewpoint of the top team in the |
conference, this logic is valid and has considera- 1
ble merit. However, from the remaining seven 1
teams in the conference comes a flood of argu- I
ments. These schools maintain that the quality |
of the conference would suffer if the reason for |
improving — the tournament — was removed. |
When there is a tournament, all schools in the |
conference theoretically have a chance for the |
title; and certainly all the teams strive harder |
as tournament time nears.
From the Clemson viewpoint this season, the §
tournament will have a redemptive quality. It 1
. will give the young Tigers an opportunity to pay |
back some of the teams that defeated them in .
close regular season games. In years to come
however, Clemson may be in the top position,
and our attitude could conceivably change. If |
the group we have this year continues to im- |
prove at its present rate, there is no doubt that 1
it will be in the first division and perhaps the I
top spot in the next two years.
An obvious example of the havoc that a, tour- I
nament can wreak is the Southern Conference
tournament held recently in Charlotte. Davidson was, and is, the top team in the Southern
Conference, but for three days West Virginia
was the best. Consequently, the Mountaineers
are the representatives of the Southern Conference. Whether or not West Virginia does anything in the NCAA playoffs means little. By all
rights, they should not be there.
(Continued on page 6)

By ERNEST STALLWORTH
and HOWIE FISHBEIN
TIGER Sports Writers
Today is the semi-final
round of the Atlantic Coast
Conference tournament held
annually in Raleigh on March
4, 5, and 6. Although the initial round of action has been
completed, here are the pairings for the tournament: in
the afternoon bracket, Clemson and Maryland opened the
action with the winner playing the victor of the N. C.
State-Virginia match; in the
evening, South Carolina struggled with Duke with the winner opposing either UNC or
Wake Forest, who clashed in

Baker Joins
Grid Staff

The appointment of Arthur
W. (Art) Baker as head
freshman football coach at
Clemson University has been
announced by athletic director Frank Howard. Baker is
now head coach at Eau Claire
High School in Columbia and
will complete the school year
there before reporting to
Clemson.
Baker will replace Coach
Whitey Jordan who is advancing to the varsity ranks.
Jordan handled the Cubs last
fall after veteran Coach Covington (Goat) McMillan resigned in August because of
health reasons.
Howard also announced
how his six varsity assistants
would work when spring
practice begins on March 22.
Charlie Waller will be in
charge of the offense and
working wKh him are Don
Wade and Jordan. Bob Smith
will be the defensive coach,
assisted by Bob Jones and
Banks McFadden. Bill McLellan, who also serves as assistant business manager, has
been designated a freshman
assistant to Baker.
Baker has had six highly successful years at Eau
Claire, winning 43, losing just
17 with five ties. Prior to that
time he coached two years at
Newberry High School after
his first coaching assignment
at McColl High School, also
for two years.
The 35-year-old Baker is a
native of Sumter, where he
attended Edmonds High
School, participating in football and basketball. He is a
1953 graduate of Presbyterian, majoring in history and
lettering two years in football. He has since done work
in physical education. He
served in the Army two
years and was discharged as a
sergeant.
Baker is married to the former Edith Edens of Dalzell
and they are the parents of
three sons: Artie, 10; Ryan, 2;
and Kyle, 3 months; and a
daughter, Kim, 9.

ATTENTION SENIORS
our

Special Offer
for

SENIORS
Would you like to work in a
European resort this summer?

PAYING JOBS
IN EUROPE

Grand Duchy of Luxembourg—
Thousands of jobs in Europe, including resort hotel, office, factory,
sales, farm, child care and shipboard work are available through
the American Student Information Service. Wages can reach
$400 a month, and ASIS is giving
travel grants up to $390 to the first
5000 applicants. Job and travel
grant applications and full details
are available in a 36-page illustrated booklet which students may
obtain by sending $2 (for the booklet and airmail postage) to Dept.
M, ASIS, 22 Ave. de la Liberte,
Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg.

New Short Sleeve
Shirts
$2.98 & $1.98
Bermuda Shorts
$2.98 & $3.98

JUDGE KELLER

has pleased Clemson graduates
For YEARS

Small Down Payment
Financing To Suit- You

TAKE DELIVERY NOW!
PAY LATER
MAULDIN
COMPANY
PENDLETON, SOUTH CAROLINA
— BANK RATE FINANCING —
Call 646-3916 or 646-3354

the last game of the day. The
losing teams have a layoff
until next December.
The hottest two teams coming into the sold-out affair
were Maryland and North
Carolina, both fresh off victories over Duke. North Carolina had won their last eight
games entering the tournament. Most impressive in this
string were victories over
NYU, Clemson, and Duke.
The Duke win last Saturday
was the second such victory
for UNC over the Blue Devils.
Maryland ambushed the Blue
Devils last Tuesday at College Park; then proceeded to
destroy Clemson and South
Carolina last weekend.
The Clemson team ended
the regular season on the
wrong foot by dropping two
games in a row last week to
Maryland and to Virginia.
The Tigers were mauled by
the Terps, 88-71, and they
lost a squeaker to the Cavaliers, 69-67. The two losses
gave the Tigers an 8-14 overall record, and a 4-10 record
in Atlantic Coast Conference
play.
In the Maryland game,
played at College Park, Coach
Bobby Roberts went with his

Terps Take
I ndoor Meet
By MATHIAS RICHARDSON
TIGER Sports Writer
Clemson placed sixth in
the ACC indoor track meet at
Raleigh Saturday as Maryland dominated the meet with
91 points. Clemson's total of
11 points was not but 7
points off the second place
North Carolina score. Avery
Nelson of Clemson broke a
30-year broad jump record
with a 24' 3" jump, only to
have his record broken by
Joe Cole of Maryland with a
24' 6" jump, placing Nelson
second in the event. However, Nelson's jump placed
him eighth in the nation in
this event. Carl Poole placed
fourth in the 60 yard dash,
as White of U. N. C. won with
a 6.3 run. Nelson again placed for the Tiger cindermen,
as he placed fifth in the high
jump. The winning jump, a
new ACC record, was 6' 10"
by Al Costello from the winning Maryland team. Clemson's only other place came on
the mile relay as Clemson
ran second behind Maryland's
winning time of 3:31.9. The
mile relay team, one of the
best in the nation last year,
consists of Richard Green,
Page Cone, Cecil Huey, and
Bill Manos.
The freshmen Cubs placed
fourth in their division, as
Maryland also won the freshman meet. The Tigers' first
outdoor track meet is March
15, when they play host to
The Citadel.

Sigma
Kappa
Epsilon
presents
an informal

"SHINDIG"
with
the sensational

Bill Wolfer
&

The
Rattlesnakes
Over 100 women
&
much drink
to soothe the

Tigers'
Lust
at the
P & A BUILDING
SAT. NIGHT
MARCH 6
from 8 to 12
ALL THIS
for only

500
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Howard Makes Plans
For '65 Spring Drills
By SAMMY CARROS
TIGER Sports Writer

with the annual intrasquad
game on May 1.
Starting later than usual,
Howard hopes to give the Tigers better weather in which
to practice. In the past, rainy
weather has caused the Tigers to move indoors to accomplish as much as desired.
Secondly, the late start will
allow the players to get off
to a better beginning in the
semester, scholastically speaking. Thirdly, Easter holidays
will pre-empt practice and
perhaps permit injured players to recuperate and be
ready for the spring game.
Coach Howard plans to
practice about two hours a

day each Monday, Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday, excepting the holidays. This
Although the March winds
will give a total of 20 pracblew hard and a lot of plantices, the maximum allowed
regular starting lineup of Jim ning was yet undone, Clemby
NCAA regulations. The
Sutherland and Buddy Bene- son coach Frank Howard
20 practices pass quickly but
dict in the back court, Ken paused to consider spring
do serve a great importance
Gardner and Gary Helms up practice and the more than
as far as preparing the team
front, and Randy Mahaffey 100 expected candidates for
in the fall goes.
at center. It was a close con- the varsity football team.
Howard noted that a great
test during the opening minThe Tigers, who lost only
deal
of importance will be
utes of the game, but by the nine men through graduation,
placed on the fundamentals
end of the first half Maryland have a fine, experienced nu—blocking, tackling, etc.—of
had pulled away to a four- cleus which must put in a
the game. After each practeen point lead. During the lot of hard work to rebuild
tice, Howard plans to meet
first half the Tigers only grab- Clemson's faltering football
with his staff and discuss each
bed eleven rebounds while prestige.
player's progress. Thus, they
Maryland came away with
Practice, which is slated to
will have an idea of where to
twenty-four. In the second begin March 22, will conclude
start who in the fall. With
half, led by Jay McMillen,
the new rules changes, howGary Ward and Joe Harringever, the coaches will observe
ton, the Terps held on to their
in a slightly different manner
lead and coasted to the 88-71
this year. Plans are to look
victory. The high scorers for
for the best offensive players
Clemson were Sutherland
and the best defensive playwith 21 points, Helms with
ers since two-platoon football
17, and Mahaffey with 14.
has
returned.
The following night, at
With about 25 returning
Charlottesville, Va., the TiThe Clemson Rifle Team
Clemson's score for the
gers took it on the chin once downed four other teams last match was 1302 to lead Fur- lettermen and a fine group
again. Clemson led through- Friday, Feb. 26, to take the man's team which posted a of rising sophomores, prosout most of the first half, but Western Carolina Conference 1258. The Paladins were fol- pects are not too dismal this
Virginia tied the game up 35- championship for the third lowed by Wofford College year. Several speedy sopho35 at the conclusion of the straight year. As a result of with 1245 and Presbyterian more backs are expected to
give the returning backs softie
half. It was a see-saw battle the three consecutive wins, College with 1219.
real competition. Also, some
for most of the second half the team gained permanent
Clemson's Kenneth Aaltonwith each team first gaining, possession of the rotation en won the high individual big sophomore ends will
strengthen last year's rather
and then losing the lead. In championship trophy.
award for the match with a slim corps. As for the rest of
the last few minutes the Cavscore of 262. The Tigers' Bill
aliers, paced by Connelly, sophomore, third of his fam- Kuykendall scored high in the line, Howard is hoping
Sanders, and Goble, took the ily to attend Clemson, was matches from a standing po- that sophomores will develop
quickly to fill some gaps. The
lead, and it was all over for named to the All-ACC sec- sition.
tackle and guard spots have
the Tigers. The 69-67 victory ond team this week. Jim
Tomorrow the team will be
was the first time Virginia Sutherland was the second host for the Atlantic Coast (l experience but lack depth.
had whipped Clemson since leading scorer and the lead- Conference match beginning The Jsig question this year
1959.
ing free throw shooter, aver- at 8:45 a.m. Defending cham- may be how fast the sophoFor the season, Randy Ma- aging 16.7 points per game pion North Carolina will put mores develop to increase the
haffey was the Tiger's lead- and hitting on 78 per cent of its title on the line as Clem- team's depth.
There are a few changes
ing scorer and rebounder, av- his free throws. Hank Chan- son attempts to take the crown
eraging 17.3 points and 9.8 nell had the best field goal they missed by only five which Howard plans for the
coming season. First, he plans
rebounds a game. The Tiger shooting percentage,
points last season.
to use his first, second, and
third string quarterbacks only
on offense. He wants to take
no chances on their getting
hurt.
Games Fgm. Fga. Pet. Ftm. Fta. Pet. Pts. Avg. Rebs.
Another change is that the
22
Randy Mahaffey
138
278
.496
104
148
.703
380
17.3
9.8
captains will not be chosen
Jim Sutherland .
21
143
308
.464
64
82
.780
350
16.7
6.2
until after the season. As for
Gary Helms _
22
111
245
.453
27
39
.692
249
11.3
4.5
the games, plans are to have
Buddy Benedict _.
21
67
158
.424
46
76
.605
180
8.6
3.1
the center act as captain on
22
74
Hank' Channell .
147
.503
36
66
.545
184
8.4
4.4
defense and the quarterback
Ken Gardner
... 19
24
44
.545
38
49
.776
86
4.5
2.8
to perform the duties on ofJoe Ayoob
22
29
67
.433
32
40
.800
90
4.1
2.1
fense.
Walt Ayers
-__ 21
26
.302
21
48
86
.438
73
3.5
2.5
There may be some new
4
Richard Hall
5
13
.308
4
4 1.000
12
2.4
1.6
wrinkles in the offense for
Rudy Antoncic _.
7
4
11
.364
7
13
.538
15
2.1
0.7
the coming season. Several
Donnie Seitz ...
4
3
6
.500
2
2 1.000
8
2.0
0.5
coaches have spent the winFred Steiner
6
3
6
.500
5
7
.714
11
ter studying films and deter1.8
0.2
17
Ronnie Cox
10
6
.353
4
7
mining which offensive plays
.571
16
1.6
0.6
will be used.
Tom Corcoran
7
1
7
.143
1
2
.500
3
0.4
0.4

Team Cops Trophy
For Third Victory

REGULAR SEASON BASKETBALL SCORING SUMMARY

Ford Motor
Company is:
vitality
Critical importance and vigor are fused into this
one meaningful word, vitality. What does this
mean to you?—a graduate about to make the
major decision of career selection. By selecting a
company with vitality, you'll find more challenging and rewarding work. Ford Motor Company is
such a firm.
At our Company, you'll have the advantages and
resources of a large corporation, along with the
high degree of personal responsibility you'd expect
Robert Bowen
in a small one. For our Company is composed of
B.S., Northwestern Univ.
M.B.A., Harvard Univ.
many small management teams, each with responsibility for a specific activity. Activities so vital,
they can affect hundreds of jobs and involve millions of dollars. You play in
the big leagues—early—at Ford Motor Company. An example: Bob Bowen's
experiences in marketing.
Early in Bob's career, he helped prepare comprehensive reviews of our
current and planned marketing activities. He also studied special problems
in market representation. Later, he was assigned to one of our Product
Planning Offices. Here, future vehicle concepts are explored with accompanying financial, marketing and production factors. Market research is
conducted to determine trends in customer preferences. Critical data like this
led to the design and development of the highly successful Mustang.
Maybe vitality is what you've been seeking in a position—and in an
employer, too. We also offer the opportunity for early responsibility and
the pay that goes with it. See our representative for the complete story
when he visits your campus.

THERE'S A FUTURE FOR YOU WITH... M

vuFd

) MOTOR COMPANY

Tha American Road, Dearborn, Michigan

An equal opportunity employer
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Block X' Club Elects
Prospective Members
With the election of 17 new1
members, the Block "C" Club
began its initiation on the
quadrangle last Monday.
Leapfrog, drop - the - handkerchief, calisthenics, chewing tobacco, and eating rotten
eggs are included among the
many initiation activities that
each of the prospective members must endure.
Football lettermen seeking
entrance into the club include
Don Barfield, Wayne Bell,
Stu Caplan, Mike Facciola,

National Players
(Continued from page 1)
cities, colleges, high schools,
and hamlets too small to be
shown on +vie map. The tour
consists maimy of one-night
stands, although there are
many two-night performances. Often the company will
play in the same area for up
to two weeks.

John Hostetler, Frank Liberatore, Phil Marion, Ted Moore,
Lou Portas, Jim Ruffner, and
Joe Waldrop.
John Beyers, Ray Hudson,
and Robert Tindall, lettermen
from the cross-country team,
are also being initiated this
week. Managers John Godfrey and Eddie Strom as well
as Marty Driggers, head
cheerleader, are the remaining initiates.
The new members were required to wear one tennis
shoe and one street shoe during the week. On Tuesday
the athletes wore "loud"
shirts and equally "loud" ties.
Attired in dresses and wigs,
the new members of the
Block "C" Club were seen all
over the campus on Wednesday. On Monday and Wednesday nights the initiates received secret initiation activities in the field house.

Student Exchange Discussed

Trailing The TIGER
(Continued from page S)
It has been pointed out
previously in the TIGER that
a second division team has
never won the ACC tournament. It is, however, conceivable that Clemson could come
home with the "bacon" from
Raleigh. This would be a
great honor for Coach Roberts
and his team. Still the conference representative would
have an 11-14 record and the
ACC would lose as much face
as the Southern Conference
lost last weekend. There is
no danger of the abandonment of the tournament, but
this question deserves some
thought.

Beauty Contest
Applications Due
Soon As Possible
Block "C" initiates "enjoy" a game of leapfrog sponsored by members of the Block
"C" Club. (Photo by Fred Riewre)

MEETING A CHALLENGE

Clemson Notes Outstanding Progress

Eight years ago Dr. Charles
L. Horn, president of The
Olin Foundation, coupled his
announcement of a $1,175,000
gift to Clemson University
for a chemical engineering
building with a challenge to
Clemson to do all within its
The purpose of the organ- power to strengthen its eduization is to assist and guide cational capability.
prospective teachers who are
Clemson's 1963-64 Progress
currently enrolled at Clem- Report of the President, an
son. It will also help them be- annual report to the Govercome acquainted with the nor and General Assembly of
different national groups that South Carolina, has just been
are active in the teaching published under the title "A
profession.
Challenge and A Response"
The Mar. 11 meeting will and is, in effect, a summation
be held in room 200 of Har- of Clemson's outstanding
din Hall at 7:30 p.m. Joan progress of the eight years
Winchester will be the tem- since Dr. Horn's challenge.
porary chairman.
It notes that over this pe-

Bhie Key Frat Honors Nine
With Membership Nod

Tate Horton, president of an English major from Cherthe Clemson University chap- aw who is vice-president of
ter of the Blue Key National Kappa Delta Chi, associate
Honor Fraternity, announced editor of the TIGER, presithis week that nine outstand- dent of Gamma Alpha Mu,
ing juniors and seniors were and a member of the Block
elected into the fraternity "C" Club and the Tiger
during its second semester Brotherhood; and Stephen A.
Carter, an architecture major
election.
Selected for membership from North Augusta who is
were the following: Charles president of Delta Kappa AlR. Harmon from Greenville, pha, a senior class senator, a
a pre-medicine major who is member of the American Inactivities editor of the TAPS stitute of Architecture and
and treasurer of Sigma Alpha Tiger Brotherhood, and who
Zeta; Frank W. Pearce, Jr., was selected to Who's Who.
Also chosen were John L.
Scoggins, an English major
from Rock Hill who is president of Phi Kappa Delta, a
member of the CDA senior
staff and the Inter-Fraternity
Council; Charles S. Hughes,
an electrical engineering major from Union who is president of Tau Beta Pi, vicepresident of Phi Kappa Phi,
president of the Union County Club, and who was selected to Who's Who; and Daniel
D. Bozard, an animal science
major from Orangeburg who
is president of the Agricultural Council, and vice-president of the 4-H Club.
Juniors selected for membership included William F.
Hamilton, a physics' major
from Clemson who is editor
of the TIGER, was a member
of the College Bowl Team,
and is a Poole Scholar; Eugene W. Merritt, a dairy science major from Easley who
is the State President of the
FFA, president of the Dairy
Club, is a member of Alpha
Zeta, and is a hall monitor;
and Henry J. McCall,, an industrial management major
from Greenville who is on the
baseball team, is a member
of Block "C" Club, and is
vice-president of the junior
class.
Horton said, "We feel our
Block "C" candidate John Godfrey attempts to draw the
yoke from an egg the hard way during the Block "C"
nine initiates are representainitiation activities. (Photo by Fred Riewe)
tive of the leadership in all
phases of college life."

Worse Than The CDH

LYNCH

DRUG CO.

WE INVITE YOU TO COME
SEE US FOR YOUR

riod Clemson's teachers and
researchers have increased
from 349 to 375, with the
Ph.D. strength increasing
from 31 to 53 per cent. Research projects by faculty
are 220 in number — twice
what they were in 1958. Salary increases have averaged
$3,850 per faculty member
since 1955. One fourth of the
faculty received increases of
more than $4,800.
Clemson's Graduate School
has moved from an enrollment of 115 to 314 in the
fall of 1964. There was one
doctoral ptogram at Clemson
in 1958; in the fall of 1964,
there were 16 such programs
with 68 candidates working
toward the Ph.D. Various federal agencies are supporting
Clemson's graduate program
to the extent of almost $500,000 in 1964-65.
On the undergraduate level, Clemson's incoming freshmen have arrived better prepared for college work each
year since 1958. The average
total college board score of
Clemson freshmen in the fall
of 1957 was 818. It rose to
998 in 1964. High school class
ranks and records of incom-

Church Cemetery
(Continued from page 4)
Second is Turner Bynum,
who was killed in a duel by
B. F. Perry, who later was
Gov. Perry of S. C. Young
Bynum was a "man of brilliant attainments, an ardent
nullifler, and follower of Calhoun." Perry was a Unionist.
The quarrel, a political one,
resulted in Bynum's death.
He fell at Hatton's Ford on
the Savannah River. His second, the Hon. James Hammond, wrote the news of Bynum's death to the boy's
mother and said: "I feel the
full weight of the affliction.
His country has much to lament, for his talents were
rapidly ripening into eminent
usefulness."
It is said that Bynum was
buried on a rainy midnight
between two tall pines. Now,
however, a stone marker has
replaced these first markers.

YMCA Nominees
(Continued from page 1)
ing as rector of the Holy
Trinity Episcopal Church at
Clemson. Mr. Efland, a graduate of North Carolina State
College with his Master's degree from Georgia Institute of
Technology, is Director of
Planned Research and Associate Dean of the School of
Industrial Management and
Textile Science. Dr. Hurst,
who received his B.S. and
M.S. degrees from Rutgers
University and his Ph.D.
from the University of Missouri, is serving, in addition
to his work with the dairy
department, as an alumni
professor.

WEEK-END SPECIAL!
Reserve a New

"Your Walgreen Agency*

$15.00 plus 10c per mile

'THE SPORTSMAN'S CENTER"
CLEMSON HIGHWAY — SENECA

McDOUGALD FUNERAL HOME
COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE
Anderson, S. C.

Tel. 224-4343

Timber Design Seminar Set
Dr. Joseph H. Moore, head
of the Civil Engineering department, will sponsor a timber design seminar on Monday, Mar. 8, at 2 p.m. in the
auditorium of the Civil Engineering building.
The technical seminar
which will discuss the many

Concert Series
(Continued from page 1)
from "My Fair Lady," "More"
from "Mondo Cone," and
"Chim - Chim - Cheree" from
"Mary Poppins." They will
conclude the program with
the rousing title song from
"Hello, Dolly!"
The Boston Pops Orchestra
is currently on its eighth
consecutive national tour. The
orchestra came into being in
1885 as an off-shoot of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra.
Arthur Fielder became the
eighteenth conductor of the
Pops Orchestra in 1930, and
since that time he has heightened its fame by introducing
programs which combine the
more popular classics with
contemporary popular music
of song, dance, stage, and film
classics.

Christian Science Lecture
Led By Speaker Slaughter
"Where Are You Going?"
is the title of a Christian Science lecture coming here on
Monday, Mar. 8, at 8 p.m. in
the auditorium of Brackett
Hall.
Elbert R. Slaughter will be
the speaker. He says that everyone is on a mental journey to somewhere, and his
lecture is described as an exploration of the journey to
"spiritual reality" which must
take place within the consciousness of every individual. It's being sponsored by
the campus Christian Science
Organization.
Mr. Slaughter is currently
on a tour of the continent as
a member of the Board of

Lectureship of The First
Church of Christ, Scientist, in
Boston, Mass. He is a native
of Texas, and attended Southern Methodist University.
Once a lumberman and vice
president of a savings and
loan association, he resigned
from business in 1945 to devote full time to the Christian
Science healing practice. He
resides in Dallas.

aspects of timber construction
Will bring together for the
first time experts from the
National Lumber Manufacturers Association, the American Institute of Timber Construction, Southern Pine Association, the Southern Pressure Treaters Association, and
the Timber Engineering Company.
At this seminar the technical aspects of timber construction will be discussed.
Topics for discussion will include the following subjects:
wood as a modern construction material, use of wood
connectors, laminated wood
used in modern design, and
wood preservation.

Scabbard & Blade
(Continued from page 1).
Civil Engineering, and member of the Counter Guerrillas,
Mu Beta Psi, American Society of Civil Engineers, and
president of the Society of
American Military Engineers;
Alfred Ralph Roach, Jr., I.M.,
and member of Kappa Delta
Chi, Blue Key, and Taps
staff; and Robert Ryland Irvin,. Jr., History, member of
the Society of American Military Engineers, and commanding' officer of the Counter Guerrillas.
Other Army initiates include Melvin Boyd Walden,
Forestry, and member of Alpha Zeta, the Forestry Club,f
and the Pershing Rifles;
James Carlisle Griffin, Jr.,
Zoology, and member of the
Pershing Rifles and the Biology Club; Roy Fletcher Fowler, Jr., I.M., and major in
the Pershing Rifles; Louis
Earl Lee, Mechanical Engineering, captain on the drill
field, and member of the Society of American Military
Engineers, the American Society of Mechanical Engi- ,
neers, and the Pershing Rifles; and Myles Sherman
Snodgrass Stevens, Chemical
Engineering, and member of
the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers, the Society of American Military
Engineers, and the Counter
Guerrillas.
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Clemson Theatre
Thursday, March 4

Sophia Loren
AND
Marcello Mastroianni

From
Nassau
To
Malibu

IN

"Marriage
Italian Style"
IN COLOR
Fri.-Sat.-Sun.-Mon.
March 5, 6, 7, 8

Cary Grant
Leslie Caron
IN

"Father Goose

n

IN COLOR

BEACHCOMBER

Tuesday & Wednesday
March 9-10

Now you can be as bold as the surf . . .
timely as the sun! A spring vacation must,
dorm lounging, house parties, weekend
blasts or for drying off the surf board.
Top 100% absorbent cotton, fleece lined
with raglan sleeves. Generously full cut
extra long length. Lettering permanently
heat-set and fused to fabric. Available in
Smog Gray only. S-M-L-XL. Immediate shipment. Send check, cash or money order.
Sorry, No COD's. $3.95 pod.

Elke Sommer
IN

"Love, The
Italian Way"

STRAND SHIRTS
Box 9437 / Greensboro, North Carolina

just arrived!!
new shipment gant sport & dress shirts

/\|\JT

SACRIFICE
1964 16' Dorsett Daytona
fiberglass boat. Mercury 100
hp. engine, break-back trailer. New, all extras. Contact Nick at 654-2477 or P.
O. Box 2081, Clemson.

SHIRTMAKERS

L C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY
Your (flexati) Store

From Friday After 4 P.M. Til 8:30 Monday A.M.
INSURANCE - GAS FURNISHED

HARRIS SPORTING GOODS

ing students have risen accordingly. Clemson is referred to as "a university for
all seasons" in a section noting increased summer activities both for regular students
and special ones. In the summer of 1957, 906 students attended a one-term summer
session; in 1964, 2,735 students attended two six-weeks
terms.
In the financial category,
Clemson's contributing alumni have increased their Loyalty Fund gifts from an average of $9.62 in 1957 to $29.75
in 1963. Total giving has nearly tripled. Many worthwhile
educational programs have
benefitted.
The General Assembly of
South Carolina has been as
generous as state resources
would permit in increasing
Clemson's appropriations for
educational purposes and
physical plant maintenance
and operation from $2,567,032
in 1957-58 to $4,361,227 in
1964-65.
Students and their parents
in South Carolina paid $781.80
in total fees and room and
board in 1957-58 and today
pay $1,086. Out of state students paid $200 a year more
,in 1957-58 and $250 a year
additional in 1964-65.
Permanent
improvements
are everywhere at Clemson,
but the most significant building to be erected here in
many years is the $2,500,000
library now under construction, the Report notes.
In conclusion, Clemson's
1963-64 Report states: "Now,
as always, Clemson looks to
the future and the future's
needs."

Fort Hill Federal Savings
Bank in Clemson. All interested persons are invited to
attend.

MUSTANG - FORD - OR CHEVROLET
For a Week-End

DRUG AND SUNDRY ITEMS

ages of 16 to 18, to the U. S.
to study. The foreign students selected will spend one
full year in the U. S. specifically, in the Clemson area —
living with a pre-selected
family and attending classes
at the Daniel Regional High
School.
If the Daniel Chapter is
able to raise the necessary
money ($750) to bring a foreign student to our area they
will be allowed to send one
of our high school students
to study abroad the following
year.
The first donation of the
drive was made by the International Student Association
Coeds interested in enter- of Clemson. The money for
ing the Miss Clemson Beauty this contribution was raised
Contest, to be held on April as a result of their recent
10, should secure entrance dinner at the Episcopal
papers as soon as possible Church. The foreign students
from Bill Gladden at 654- of Clemson feel that this program is especially important
2421, ext. 205, or 654-2125.
Those girls between the because it will allow a numages of 18 and 25 are eligi- ber of foreign students to beble. Competition will be in come acquinted with the
bathing suit, evening gown, U. S. at no cost to the stuand talent categories. The dent. And it will, of course,
first prize will be $50 cash, allow one or more a year of
with trophies for the first and our students to broaden their
second place winners. The knowledge of the cultures of
winner will enter the Miss the world.
The drive will be officially
South Carolina Beauty Contest July 8, 9, and 10 and will started Mar. 8 when the Danattend other festivals and pag- iel group will meet in the
upstairs meeting room of the
eants in the state.
On Monday, Feb. 15, the
D. W. Daniel Chapter of the
American Field Service met
in the . Clemson Y.M.C.A. in
conjunction with the foreign
students of Clemson.
The D. W. Daniel Chapter
is a newly organized group,
founded and presided over by
Prof. G. C. Means, Jr., of the
architecture department. The
purpose of the organization is
to bring scholastically able
foreign students between the

Education Association Finishes
Planning For Clemson Chapter
Formal organization of a
Clemson chapter of the Student National Education Association will be completed at
a meeting which will be held
this Thursday, Mar. 11.
At this time a formal constitution will be adopted, and
officers will be elected for
the remainder of the school
year. The organization will
be a direct affiliate of the
Student National Education
Association, and the South
Carolina Education Association.

Friday, March 5, 1965

Only ID Card and Small Deposit Required
"We Give S&H Green Stamps"

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL SYSTEM
415 S. Main St. — Greenville, S. C.
Ladd Cunningham

Telephone 232-6108

OVER
HALF A CENTURY
OF TRADITIONAL
SERVICE TO CLEMSON
- WITH A SMILE -

The Batiste Oxford
A super-fine cotton oxford texture—very light in
weight, yet well disciplined. This shirting is all
quality-endowed with Gant's own softly flared
button-down collar and elbow length sleeves.
$6.50
also gant madras sport shirts in new spring
colorings — $8.95

waiters & hillman
campus shop
anderson

clemson

